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Employee union plans protest at state trustee meeting
By Denise Zapata
Daily staff writer
The picket of President Gail Fullerton’s "Ice Cream Social" was
just a beginning, said Bob Tofanelli,
of the California State Employees
Association.
It was a glimpse at the level of
frustration among support staff employees," he said.
Among other things, the CSEA is
planning another rally at the Sept. 14
trustee meeting in Long Beach.
According to union representative

Joe Steward and SJSU staff employee Bev Waller, the protest was
inspired by "a number of things all
happening at the same time."
Recent budget cuts implemented
by the CSU Chancellor’s office have
hit CSU support staff members particularly hard. This year. Chancellor
Ann Reynolds has suspended merit
salary adjustments, which are raises
based on annual evaluations, for all
support staff employees.
Parking fees for staff members
wiTI also be increased from S7 50 to

$IM per month.
"It’s not just the money," Waller
said. "but what it signifies. It shows
how little we matter.
"We have been classified as ’non faculty resources,’ which include
such items as desks and office furniture," said Waller. "We are the
stepchildren of Academe."
Despite Reynolds’ contention that
the cuts are necessary due to a state
revenue shortfall, the CSFA claims
the CSU budget has actually increased $50 million over last year.

Reynolds has instituted the budget
cuts, according to the CSEA, in
order to maintain other preferred
projects.
"What is so galling," said Waller, "is that the money (for the salary adjustments) was budgeted.
They took it out and spent it on other
things."
Support staff members have also
resented the fact that faculty members will still be receiving their
raises and will not have to pay higher
parking fees.

Voter registration means money
Collectors
hunt names
for profits

By Dan Turner
More fresh vegetables and less
pre-fabricated foods are the main
changes Jerry Mimnaugh wants to
bring to Spartan Shops.

Daily staff writer

Mimnaugh, 37, was hired as the
food service director for Spartan
Shops last May. The position had
been open since the beginning of
March, when it was vacated by Lorraine David.
He is responsible for the supervision of more than 400 employees, of
which about 300 are students.
"We still don’t have enough.
though." Mimnaugh says. "This
time of year is when we need students the most, but it’s the most difficult time to hire them. They’re
coming back new, they don’t exactly
know when their classes are going to
be, and so on."
Mimnaugh says that the lack of
student workers is one explanation
for the long lines in front of the food
shops in the Student Union.
Also, a number of new menu
items have been created, and Mimnaugh says that the lines will become
shorter as the staff learns to prepare
the dishes more efficiently.

Entry level positions with Spartan
Shops usually start at minimum
wage, though Mimnaugh says there
are other benefits, such as free
meals. Job applications are available
at most of the food services cash registers.
Mimnaugh says he feels that his
most important accomplishment during his first three months on the job
is the improvement in food quality
that he has directed.
"We’re getting away from a lot of
the pre-made frozen entrees that you
just bake off and deep fry," Mimnaugh says. "We’re getting much
more into fresh vegetables rather
than frozen. although you’ll still see
some frozen vegetables from time to
time. We’re phasing in freshness,
basically."
Spartan Shops is a private company, which contracts with the university to operate retail facilities on
campus, such as the bookstore, the
Spartan Pub and the Student Union
cafeteria.
Before coming to SJSU, Mimnaugh was the chief financial officer
for the dining services department at
the University of Southern California. He has an undergraduate de’
See Director, bock page

Criminals can’t ’flea’
from UPD canine corps
vention and basic public relations.
"One of the main reasons for havShadow and Bear, two of the three ing police dogs is due to their deterdogs assigned to the canine division rent value." he said. "A person
of the University Police Department, would definitely think twice when he
make life rough for criminals at sees an officer with a dog.
"Another reason to have the dogs
SJSU.
But every dog has his day. Dos, is to promote good public relations.
the third dog, is currently vacation- The dogs amazingly draw people
ing with his owner, officer Gabe Es- closer to the officers and help to
open up communication barriers.
cubed.
The UPI) formed the canine divi- The public can easily relate to dogs
sion in 1981 due to a high series of because they either have a dog, want
rapes on campus. Since then, rapes a dog, or would have liked to have
had a dog."
have dramatically decreased.
According to Lt. Ed Dusablon,
The canine unit consists of three
who has 10 years of canine experi- German Shepherds. two of which
See DOGS, buck pug
ence, the dogs help with crime preBy Lorraine Morgan

Daily staff writer

Greg Walton Daily

Alan Allen, an employee of the Center for particiwithin in Democracy, registers Dennis Lee, a se-

staff photographer

nior majoring in chemical engineering for the upcoming presidential elections.

Unidentified man arrested for library disruption
By Stacey DeSalvo
Daily staff writer

An unidentified man was arrested
on the fourth floor of Clark library
Monday by University Police officers after the man exhibited bizarre
behavior and refused to leave.
According to eyewitnesses, the incident began shortly after 4 p.m.
when a man
who police said was
not a student
began talking to
himself in front of library patrons.
"He was talking to himself in a
mad way," said Kim Truong, a library employee.
One eyewitness said that the man
was scribbling on a piece of paper
when two University Police officers
arrived and asked him to leave.
The witness said that when the
man complained and resisted being
escorted out of the building, an officer grabbed the pen the man was
pointing at him and snapped it in
half.
At this point, according to the witness, the officers told the man that
he was under arrest and subdued him
by trapping him against a table.
The witness said the man was
handcuffed and escorted from the library into police custody.
Reportedly, the man was a psychiatric patient, and was not charged
but later released to a local hospital.

Food service director
adds fresher choices
to cafeteria menus
Daily staff writer

By Sean Muicaster
Sweaty, but still full of energy,
Joey Reynosa stood behind his
card table after registering another Republican. He boasted that
he might reach 100 sign-ups by
Wednesday.
In front of the Student Union,
Roderick B. Williams leaned
over a handicap ramp. He was
successful in acquiring girls’
phone numbers, but could register few voters.
Just 10 feet away from Williams,
Greg
Kartholl
was
speckled with white paint on his
hands and glasses from his regular day -time job as a house
painter. He decided to take some
time off from painting because of
the recent heat wave and the
money he could make registering
voters.
These are just a few of the
competitors trying to register students before the Oct. 10 deadline
for the 1988 Presidential election.
"It’s turf war out there, " said
Irving Hemmingway, chairman
of the United Democratic Campaign, a San Jose-based organization.
"A college campus is a unique
place because of the amount of
people who are not registered."
Al Roosma, director of the
Center for Participation in Democracy, cites the lethargic voter
turnout in the 18-29 age range as
the reason for so many registration groups targeting SJSU.
"Although it was an off-year
election, in 1986, 75 percent of
the people aged 18-29 did not
vote, he said. "The same percentage was true for elgible Latinos: 75 percent. Blacks (were)
56 percent. And Asians were the
highest, 78 percent."
According to Robert Black,
president of College Republicans
at SJSU, California State Universities are not permitted to ban
non -campus affiliated groups
from conducting voter registraSee SIGN-UPS, hack page

"It ihows a lot of elitism (within cer.
the CSU system)," said Waller.
However, he said, the inch% ’dual
Yet, according to Waller, many campuses within the CSU system
faculty members supported the pro- have no control over budget cuts imtest.
plemented by the Chancellor.
"With 130 gallons of ice cream
The budget cuts have effectively
returned, we were effective. Faculty stirred a traditionally apathetic staff
members attended and supported into action, said Lloyd Crowther.
us," she said.
reference department manager at
Some SJSU administrators feel Clark Library.
the protest was misdirected.
"Unless it affects you directly,
"The demonstration was a way to you’re not going to get involved,"
let their situation be known," said he said.
Dick Staley, public information offiSee Protest, bock page

Freshman finds college
much like high school
By Teresa Lyddane
Daily staff writer
Typically, students experience
anxiety on the first day of school.
Johnny Visconsi experiences dislocated shoulders.
The freshman majoring in aviation dislocated his shoulder on
the first day of his junior year in
high school, and again on the first
day of school at SJSU.
This latest injury occurred during. of all things, a pillow fight.
Visconsi, his roommate, and
two other friends were engaged in
a friendly game of pillow -bashing, when Visconsi said he felt a
"sudden, sharp pain" in his right
shoulder.

Mark Studyyin

Daily stall photographer

Campus police officers arrest an unidentified man in (’lark library after he was discovered
talking to himself. The man had refused to leave.

’I will be more
careful on the
first day of school
from now on.’
Johnny Vlsconsl,
student

Familiar with this particular in- Hospital by UPI), where he
jury. Visconsi knew immediately waited a grueling two hours for a
what he had done. His earlier diagnosis and treatment.
Now in a sling, the aviation
shoulder dislocation happened
while he was boogey-boarding in major from San Diego admits that
he enjoys the sympathy he gets
the Pacific Ocean in 1986.
The foursome sought help from from girls.
Visconsi insists that he is not
the residential adviser on duty,
who called the University Police superstitious hut says, "I will be
more
careful on the first day of
Department.
Visconsi was taken to San Jose school from now on."
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Katarina
Jonholt

Isatarina Jonholt is Editor -in -Chief of the
Spartan Daily . Although normally- a nice
person, she can get quite irritable when
deprived id necessary sleep. Her column will
appear on Alondays.

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
from you
our readers.
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. We feel that
h> listening to our readers we can better
serve the campus community. However,
personal attacks and letters in poor taste
will not be published, nor will anonymous
letters he accepted.
All letters may be edited for length or
libel. We will also correct obvious style
and grammar errors. The Daily reserves
the right to limit the number of letters on a
given topic after a sufficient amount of
comment has appeared.
Letters must bear the writer’s name,
major, phone number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on
the second floor of Dwight Bente! Hall or
to the Student Union information desk.
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Nighttime Nuisances
inc l’ut your arms around each othei
that you like each other. Smile, you’re
having fun! One more time
As the chanting resumed. I groaned and pressed
the pillow tighter us er 111, head. It was late on a
weekday night and I ’.s as desperately tired. With a
few breaks, my new neighbors had been singing the
same songs all day.
I was determined not to lose my temper again,
but as adrenalin built up in my blood, my heart
began to heat faster and I saw red. For the third
time that night. I flung open my second -floor
window. leaned out and screamed. "Shut up you
inconsiderate bastards." followed by a stream of
unprintable obscenities. When silence finally fell. I
was too angry to sleep.
A sorority has invaded the house next to mine.
The peaceful evenings and quiet nights I used to
enjoy are nothing hut memories.
I don’t care that they still play games (such as
’patty -cake’ ’ I that most third -graders have
outgrown and it’s none of my business that they
need to be told when they’re having fun. But their
high-pitched screams and endless chants make it
impossible for me to sleep, read or even think.
The noise actually scared away a prospective
roommate. who came to look at my apartment. The
female graduate student explained that she liked the
room, hut needed some place quiet where she could
study.
So I’m still looking for someone to share my
rent. And my friendly neighbors keep singing.
There seems to he no stopping them.
Oh. I’ve tried Ise yelled, cursed and begged
to no avail. A few times, they acknowledged my
raging presence and at least moved inside the
house. But, like cockroaches, they always come
hack.
Once when they had song practice in the yard. I
placed iii
issette player in the open window and
blasted them ss ith the Gun Club and Stiff Little
Fingers. While this method has potential, it makes
me guilt) of the same crime: disturbing the
neighborhood peace.
I thought of buying a pellet gun. I’d sit in my
Huare window and nail them when they’re lined up
, in the porch, kind of like a video game. Nothing
like turning a nuisance into a stimulating pastime.
Note that this is not an attack on sororities in
general. I’m well aware that all sororities are not
the same and that their members are individuals.
They don’t es en dress the same. Some wear white
sweatshirts with the Greek letters printed in pink.
Others sport pink shirts with white letters. Some
have been to the Hard Rock Cafe in San Francisco,
while others traveled all the way to Ouagadougou
for their T-shirts.
This is simply a plea for neighborly
understanding. Greeks and non -Greeks, please
show consideration for other people’s sleep and
work schedules. I’m not asking anyone to stop
partying. But there is no guarantee that the person
who screams the loudest will have the most fun.
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San Jose heat is a welcome relief
All summer long I couldn’t wait to
get to San Jose.
I sat in my house for three months
and counted down the days. Sixty
days until I get there. Thirty days
until I get there. Ten days. . . The
count down wore on, and on.
I thought the moving day would
never arrive.
You see, I’m from Bakersfield.
You know, the city by the sun. And
in Bakersfield, especially in the
summer, you’re practically paralyzed by the heat.
People in this southern San Juaquin valley city try hard not to leave
their homes.
Why? Because it’s just too hot.
Air conditioning is a neccessity,
24 hours a day. PG&E, well, everyone in Bakersfield knows about
PG&E. Most middle-class people in
this sweltering city of I 50,(XX.) will
pay a monthly bill of $400-500 to the
electric company.
And that’s no joke.
Swimming pools in Bakersfield
are common, but often not helpful.
You dive in to the pool to cool
down, but within minutes you feel
like you’re in a steam bath.
When you do leave your house.
it’s almost like survival of the fittest.
I’d drive to work everyday at 5 p.m.,
which is about the hottest time of the
day in Bakersfield.

Darren Sebedra
Getting in a car is usually simple
practice. Not in Bakersfield, especially when your car’s been parked
in the sun all day. A lot of times I’d
ask myself if it’s worth it. The hot
air that rushes to your face is almost
unbarable.
And once you’re in the car, then
the "real fun" begins. But this "real
fun" is only for people who don’t
have air-conditioning in their automohles -- like me. It almost feels
like you’re in a sauna. When you get
in your car you’re nice and clean,
but when you exit you’re soaked in
sweat.
This is why I couldn’t wait to get
to San Jose. I was really looking forward to the nice, cool air.
It never happened, at least not yet.
When I arrived it was hot. Two

weeks have passed and it’s still hot.
What happened to the nice 75 degree afternoons I read about in my
hometown paper? Were they a hoax?
It’s been so hot up here that I perspire in my apartment, my car, and
even in my classrooms. I still feel
like a walking sweat box.
At home I could cool down in my
family’s
air-conditioned
house.
Here. I don’t have the luxury, because in order to save money we
don’t turn on the AC.
The heat up here is also giving me
distractions I’m not used to.
The warm air. I’ve been told, is
generating pesty ants to fluster inside. And where’s one of there cooling spots? You guest it. my apartment complex.
I’ve never seen more ants attack
more things in my life. They’ve been
in my food, my clothes, my laundry
soap. You name it, they’ve been it.
I just don’t know, maybe I
would’ve been better off staying in
Bakersfield. Well, maybe not.
Yesterday’s high in Bakersfield
was 104. In San Jose it was 90.
It may be hot up here, and I may
not have some luxuries I had back
home, and there may be some heatrelated distractions that must be dealt
with, but when you’re talking 104
degrees, I really can’t complain.
Thank you San Jose.

The clang of the gate sent shivers down my spine.
The sound seemed to stem from a movie track, but it
was real, and so was East Berlin.
This one -day journey into "the other Germany"
helped to create a great deal of appreciation for a
lifestyle often taken for granted. Entering East Berlin
meant leaving the individuality and comfort of the
Western world behind. This hit me strongly and
unexpectedly.
Crossing at Checkpoint Charlie from West Berlin
consists of passing through three passport
inspections. It is a route traveled often by tourists
who must match their passport photos, purchase visas
and exchange money at the border.
Border guards take their job quite seriously. When
a young woman did not respond to a request to
remove her chewing gum during the identification
process, the guard grew angry and yelled at her,
"stand straight and still!" She finally got the message
and spit out the gum. It became apparent that the
guards were not kidding around.
Once beyond the Berlin Wall it was evident that
things were different. One of the most dramatic
contrasts between East and West Berlin was visual.
There were reminders of how heavily the city was
bombed during WWII. Directly in front of
Checkpoint Charlie were housing complexes, streets,
and piles of rubble. This area has not been rebuilt
since the bombing 40 years ago.
Only a few minutes walking distance away from
the mounds of twisted debris lies East Berlin’s main
drag, Unterden Linden and Alexanderplatz. This part
of town contains museums, churches and monuments
which promote the Socialist image.
Our group of eight Americans was shown around
by a young couple who invited us to their home for
dinner. They both taught high school and had lived
in East Berlin their entire lives. Once inside their
small apartment the conversation centered on what
daily life was like.
The couple explained that Soviet doctrine states
there are essential elements "need,’." and non-vital
"wants." Among the needs are health care, food and
shelter. Needs are guaranteed by the state.
It is clear many of life’s necessities are taken care
of under this system. However, these services are
provided in a way most Americans would not care
for. There is little room for independence.
As a result of the planned economy, East German
citizens do not have ready access to many things
Americans feel they are entitled to.
In America we feel we have the right to drive. In
East Berlin a car is definitely not a "need." For this
reason, our tour guide explained, he is required to
register to buy a car. Then, after the I8-year waiting
period is over he can purchase it.
Housing and employment are both also
rigidly controlled by the State. A person living in
East Berlin does not simply move or change jobs on a
whim, there are formal procedures and agencies to
deal with.
But the most striking difference between the
East and the West was that while I could visit my
guides in East Berlin, they could never return the
visit. The wall was constructed to keep people in.
Upon crossing back through the heavy iron gate
feelings of relief washed over me.Westem
democracy, even with its faults, still provides a
relatively free way of life. It was good to be back.

Will the real senator
please stand up?
If they didn’t belong to different states and
different parties, you might think Dan Quayle
and Gary Hart were the same person.
Both are affluent, young senators accused
of sexual improprieties (although nothing has
been proven in either case). Both have female
voter appeal. And
both lied at the
Editorial
most inopportune
times in relation to campaigning.
Hart’s downfall came not through his affair
with Donna Rice, but in the way he tried to
conceal it. The public could forgive him the
tryst, even sympathize with his media plight.
But lying, the common man’s vice transformed into a political art, ruined his campaign. Hart answered the Rice allegations with
evasive denial instead of the smooth competence elected officials should, but don’t always
have. He became unelectable.
I
Quayle is sinking on the same ship with
George Bush feebly throwing him a life preserver. Unlike Hart, the Indiana senator made
mistake one before his campaign took off. During his vice presidential interview, he apparently forgot to mention the alleged string-pulling which led to his National Guard duty.
The public might forgive him for avoiding
Vietnam (although prominent Republicans like
Kansas Senator Robert Dole probably won’t).
But who can respect someone, public or private, who won’t own up to his mistakes?
Admittedly, the media has examined Quayle
under a a microscope. But, for better or worse,
that’s the unwritten rule for politics and evangelism. And Quayle simply must learn how to
play the game.
Hart and Quayle may be different people,
but the qualities by which the voters will judge
them are similar. America does not need another Gary Hart in an election already riddled
with controversy.
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Instructors neglect emergency plan

Sprucing up

By Sallie Mattison
Daily staff writer
An effort to inform students of
emergency procedures is apparently
failing because faculty is not reading
a set of instructions prepared by the
University Police Department.
Instructors have been asked by the
Council of Deans to announce emergency guidelines for students and
visitors to the campus as the next
phase of a university disaster preparedness plan.
According to Harold V. Manson,
the University Police Department’s
special projects coordinator in

charge ot disastei preparedness, this
us the first year student education of
the emergency plan will be implemented.
"In the past, we have developed
parts of the plan at the administrative
and faculty levels," he said. "Now
we are phasing in to the students."
Manson said the Council of Deans
was informed of the plan to educate
students and agreed to distribute an
information sheet to instructors.
Faculty members were to relay the
information to their classes when
handing out green sheets, Manson
said.

However, by the fourth day of
classes few professors had disseminated the information
’I’m surprised at the lack of response to this,’’ Manson said.
"When the police department took
this to the Council of Deans, they
seemed very supportive of the idea
"A lot of the rules are common
sense." Manson added. ’but it’s
still something that the students need
to be told."
The information sheet covers what
to do in the event of fire or disaster,
medical emergency, and building
evacuation. It suggests dialing 911

v% hen isissible and outlines basic
fire, earthquake and first aid prose
dures
Manson said that every building
on campus has at least one preparedness co,ndinator and an emergency
plan tailored to the needs if that
building
He said that naming
classes were held during the summer
for faculty
"I think we have (the university)
100-percent covered as tar as (staff)
training," he said
thu people be I is’s e ui emergemy planning as long
as someone else is doing it
no
one wants to if, it on their 11%11

Slumlord pays residents of his rat-infested buildings

Kara Natali

- Dally staff photographer

Jason Crothers paints Delta Sigma Phi’s new house

LOS ANGELES I API --- A Beverly Hills neurosurgeon and convicted slumlord who ignored needed
repairs to his vermin -infested buildings has agreed to pay 70 tenants as
much as $35,(XX) apiece under a record settlement, lawyers said.
The $2.5 million settlement was
announced Monday by Legal Aid
Foundation attorneys Barrett I.itt and
Michael Bodaken. who brought the
suit against Dr. Milton Awl, 65.
The settlement is believed to be
the largest sum awarded tenants for
damages against a landlord in Los
Angeles, Litt said.
Avol, once described by a prosecutor as "the most recalcitrant
slumlord in Los Angeles," was the

first landlord in Los Angeles to be
sentenced to house arrest in his own
rat -infested building. He served 30
days.
He also served 55 days of a nine month jail sentence, a term that
, began Christmas Eve.
Tenants accused Avol of cutting
off water, failing to make needed repairs, allowing buildings to become
infested with rats and bugs, and attempting to evict the tenants who
complained to authorities.
Payments averaging from $30,000
to $35,0(X) will be made to 70 families comprising 319 adults and children who lived in two of Avol’s
downtown South Main Street buldings, Litt .aid.

Token sanctions imposed on polluting industries
LOS ANGELFS
A federal ban
to block new polluting industries in
Southern California is largely symbolic because no plans for fuel refineries, power plants or heavy industry such as auto factories are in the
pipeline, officials said.
The Environmental Protection
Agency announced plans Monday to
ban construction of industry emitting
more than 1(X) tons of cartxm monoxide or ozone pollutants a year as a
congressional moratorium on such
sanctions expires.
The Los Angeles Basin comes
under the EPA sanctions slated to
take effect at midnight because the
air pollution control plan it submitted to the agency was rejected.
Decisions on similar construction
bans are pending for Ventura
- County, Calif.. and for the Indiana
and Illinois suburbs of Chicago.
The ban came as no surprise to
James M. Lents, executive officer of
the South Coast Air Quality Management District.
He added the ban would do nothing to reduce smog in the nation’s
most massive and populous urban
area.
A lawsuit brought by environmentalists resulted in a January federal
court order requiring the EPA to reject the Los Angeles plan since it
failed to bring regional air quality
into compliance with a 10-year deadline set by the 1977 Clean Air Act,
Lents said.
"We’ve known for some time that
if Congress didn’t act, the construction ban would go into effect." said
Lents, who oversees smog eradica-

’A complete solution calls for federal
action’

TODAY
Intramural Flag Football: Sign up
at Student Activities and Services
Offices before Sept. 9. For information call 924-5956.
Intramural Volleyball: Sign up in
Student Services. For information
call 924-5962.
Innertuhe Water Polo: Sign up in
Student Services. For information
call 924-5962.
Army 120’1’C: Benefits Orientation.
9 a.m. and 11 a.m. S.U. Almaden
Room, and 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. S.U.
Guadalupe Room. For information
call 924-2927.
MEChA: General Body Meeting, hi
p.m., Chicano Library Resource
Center, Walquist Library North
Third Floor. For information call
298-2531.
College Republicans: New mem
ber’s meeting, 12:30 p.m., S.1.1.
Guadalupe Room. For information
call 946-5916.
THURSDAY
Amnesty International: Meeting,
7:30 p.m., S.U. Pacheco Room. For
information call 924-7931.
Gay and 1.eshlan Alliance: Meeting/social, 4:30 p.m., SAL Guadalupe Room. For information call
293-5273.
Memorial Service: For Doris Car. I
’venter, FOI) Data Technician, Spartan Memorial ( ’hapel, 12 p.m.

Brown holds on

James M. Lents,
South Coast Air Quality Mangement District
Don efforts in Los Angeles. Orange.
San Bernardino and Riverside counties.
But he said the EPA ban only affects heavy sources of pollution such
as oil refineries, power plants or automotive factories. No such facilities
are planned for the region. Lents
said.
"Based on the permit applications
we’ve received this year and last, the
ban will have absolutely no effect on
smog abatement in the short run,"
Lents said, adding that it will take at
least 20 years to clear Southern California smog to acceptable levels.
"There will be sonic psychological impact, certainly." Lents said.
He said he hoped the EPA move
would spur Congress to revise the
Clean Air Act and allow cities more
time to clean up smoggy skies.
"A complete solution calls for
federal action," he said. "Congress
needs something to motivate them.
but I’m afraid this won’t be
enough.
Los Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley
hailed the EPA ban as a signal from
the federal government that it cares
about reducing air pollution, even
though the material effects may be
insignificant.
"While it will not have a major

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
for SJSU student, faculty and stafl
organizations. Items may be submitted on Prms in the Daily office,
Dwight newel Hall Room 2(18, but
will not be accepted over the phone.
Deadline for the next day’s publication is noon.

the Coalition for Clean Air, Campaign California.

I RII)AY
Chinese Campus Fellowship: Welcome Program, 2-4:30
S.U.
Guadalupe Room. For information
call 293-2082.
SATURDAY
Hillel Jewish Students Association: Double feature, "Oh God"
and discussion, 8 p.m. For information call 294-8311.
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SACRAMENTO (AP) -- Assemblyman Steve Peace, a member of
the "Gang of Five" rebel Demoimpact on the Southern California crats. made an unsuccessful bid
economy," Bradley said, "the con- Tuesday to oust lower house speaker
struction ban on major stationary Willie Brown.
The move to vacate the speakpollution sources re-emphasizes the
difficult air quality challenge facing ership touched off a heated debate on
the Assembly floor, where lawmakcities and counties of this area."
The EPA’s announcement fol- ers are hurrying to meet a Wedneslowed a weekend "Air Pollution day deadline to finish their two-year
Summit" at City Hall organized by session.

"We hope it will give a clear signal to those who run buildings in dilapidated conditions that it will cost
them a great deal of money to do so,
and it’s in their own best economic

interest to clean up the buildings."
Litt said.
Also named as defendants were
Avol’s wife, Ann. and Hyoung and
Soot Pak .

’ THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
PROGRAM BOARD PRESENT

WEDNESMY

aHls

CINEMA
AUGUST

31

7 AND 10 P.M.
MORRIS DAILEY
AUDITORIUM
$2.00 ADMISSION

"GREAT SONGS,
GREAT DANCING,
GREAT FUN!"
"TWO THUMBS UP!"
"HILARIOUS
AND HEARTFELT!"

FOR MORE INFO
CALL 924-6260

HAIRSPRAY

FUNDED BY
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

HOLLY A VAN DEURSEN

CARLOS SOSA

GRANT JONES

SUSAN KRUSE
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Quarterback Lutz welcomes challenge
to become this season’s ’Sweet P II’

Dave Erickson Daily staff photographe
Spartan quarterback Ken Lutz throns a pass during practice in prepa
ration for the football team’s clash against NCVI Mexico State.

Veterans, draft choices
cut on ’Heartbreak Day’
Assui_ateia Press
Marc Wilson and Rusty Hilger.
who competed with each other for
the same job last season, are now
without one. So are some former
high draft choices who never quite
became the NFL players the scouts
thought they would be.
There will be mistakes in draft
choices... San Diego Coach Al
Saunders said Monday atter cutting
cornerback 1.0l1 Brock Jr . son of the
baseball Hall of Firmer and a second round choice a year ago.
You
never know tor sure how people will
develop, and were disappointed this
high pick did nit pan out
Monday was the Nil s annual
Heartbreak Day . the deadline for
teams to get down to the 47 -player
Innit for the start ot the season. Not
only did the usual complement of
rookies and tree agents go. but so
did dozens if eterans :Ind some fornter high dratt picks
Not only did the Green Bay Packers cut Wilson, whom they would
!lave had to pay 5550.000 this year.

hut the 1 ars Angeles koidels waived
Hilger, with whom he alternated at
quarterback last season.
’From day one. it was one of
those deals that was not meant to
be. said Wilson. who signed with
the Packers at the start of training
camp after being released by Los
Angeles. "I wanted it to be. A lot of
people wanted it to be. For whatever
reason, it just didn’t happen. Now I
can get on st ith something else.’’
Like the Chargers. the Raiders
were another team that admitted
making a mistake with a high pick.
They cut Bob Ruczkowski, their
first -round
pick
in
1986.
Bucikowski, a defensive end, had
spent almost all of his first two years
on injured reserve with a bad back.
And the New Orleans Saints and
Denver Broncos swapped disappointing first -rounders. the Saints
sending last year’s top pick. defensive tackle Shawn Knight to the
Broncos for Denver’s 1988 first rounder. nose tackle Ted Gregory.

GIVE YOURSELF SOME CREDIT
And Help
High School Students Earn Theirs!
Earn 1-3 Units of
Credit as a Tutor*
See Project Upward Bound
WLC #219

By Reggie Burton
Daily staff writer
When the San Jose State Universax Spartan fixnball team opens its
season Saturday at New Mexico
State, 12 players will be making
their first major college start.
Most of them are on offense in
hall -handling positions. Quarterback
Ken Lutz, whose 1987 game experience is limited to four passes and 22
snaps from center, is the most obvious new starter.
Because the Spartans are a passing
team, replacing Mike Perez and his
6,775 yards over two seasons will
put Lutz on the spot. The 6-foot senior is in his third season with SJSU
and should bring leadership and a
scrambling dimension to the quarterback position.
Lutz came to SJSU after two solid
seasons at Moorpark College. His
two-year junior college totals include 191 completions in 411 attempts for 2,897 yards and 33 touchdowns. When he wasn’t passing,
Lutz ran for 531 yards and nine
touchdowns.
Realizing that he won’t put up the
same kind of numbers that Perez did
last season. Lutz brushes off comparison, but welcomes challenge.
"I’m pretty excited about the opportunity I have, but I don’t look at it
in the sense that I’m filling his
shoes," said Lutz.
Lutz feels that his style of quarterbacking makes him devoid of any
comparison.
"Mike was bigger than I am, but
because I’m smaller, I offer more
speed and agility," he said.
With the offensive line fighting
injury and inexperience, his mobility
may prove to be his biggest asset.
Spartan Head Coach Claude Gilbert feels he has a competent leader
in the man known to his teammates
as "Sweet P II."
"Although he (Lutz) has had very

little playing time. I’m confident iri
his leadership and overall knowledge
of our system," said Gilbert, beginning his fifth year as Spartan head
coach.
Rather than placing the pressure
solely on his quarterbacks shoulders
to move the offense. Gilbert knows
that an active Johnny Johnson at running back and the emergence of the
wide receivers will be a key.
"If we can get the sanie type of
supporting cast that he (Perez) had,
then his performance should improve," said Gilbert.
When Gilbert talks about his talented and untested group of pass
catchers, the mention of junior college transfer Kevin Evans brings a
’’there -is -hope -after-all’’ smile to
his face.
The SJSU coach says Evans has a
combination of site and strength (6foot -4. 2(1) pounds) to play the slot
position, which Gilbert says is the
most important of the three receiver
spots, with the other two being wide
receiver and tight end.
"He (Evans) is the perfect type of
receiver for this position," says Gilbert, "because it is a combination of
tight end and wide receiver.
"Kevin has the strength tel run
patterns underneath a defense, and
the speed to get down field."
Evans, who led the Texas junior
college system in touchdown grabs
with eight last season, has also impressed coaches with his hands and
running ability after the catch.
The native Texan also earned all state billing last season while playing for Cisco College.
Gilbert also has high hopes for
two junior college linebackers getting their first start in the opener Saturday at New Mexico State.
"They are just what the doctor ordered. Gilbert said. "They are natural leaders whose impact has solidified our linebacker position."

Congratulations
New tiated Members
Christine Lugton
Lisa Cast
Gina Donofrio Michelle Sirvestre
Heidi Kiefer W3eves Straaberg
Kristen Waft
gulie LaPorte
We (eve !/0u!
Your Sisters of

Alpha Omicron Ti

CHOOSE
GREEK
FALL Rus.
IN THE ART QUAD
8 am - 3 pm

*Tutor college -bound students
On campus!
once weekly!

Call 924-5900

kinko ’5.

the copy center
481 E. SAN CARLOS ST.
OPEN 7 DAYS
295-5511

310 S. THIRD STREET
OPEN 6 DAYS
295-4336

SPORTS

Giants’ coach surprised
by Taylor’s test results
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J.
Lawrence Taylor gave no
(AP)
indication of having a substance
abuse problem during training
camp and seemed determined to
re-establish himself as the NFL’s
most dominant defensive player,
coaches and teammates say.
But the New York Giants’ All Pro linebacker saw his 1988 season thrown into turmoil Monday
when the NFL handed him a 30day suspension for violating the
league’s drug policy for a second
time.
Coach Bill Parcells and NFL
spokesman Joe Browne said Taylor was suspended after testing
positive following "a recent"
mandatory preseason drug test.
They declined to disclose what
substance Taylor was abusing.
"I am a little surprised," said
Parcells, a hard-liner on drug
problems. "You don’t expect
these types of things. I had every
reason to believe everything was
all right (with Taylor.)"
Taylor had acknowledged that

WANT TO LEARN A
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
but can’t attend class regularly ?
Try our self-paced learning programs in French,
German, Hebrew, Italian, Portuguese, Russian and
Spanish. No formal classes. Take 1-5 units/semester
Work in lab or by arrangement with instructor in
lab/car/home. Text, tapes, software and video.

BASIC SPANISH
4A, 4B, (3 units each ) VIDEO-AUDIO begin
or review. Practical conversation. No formal
class. Study in lab/home.

Call 924-4602
\ or come to Foreign Languages at
Sweeney Hall #219

he underwent treatment for a cocaine problem in 1986 and he outlined his problems with the drug
in his book "LT: Living on the
Edge."
"He is a person who has
clearly stated that he has not
found the answers in life that he
has found on a football field,"
David Falkner, the co-author of
Taylor’s book, said in a television
interview.
Most of Taylor’s teammates
declined to talk about the suspension.
practices and games I
In
couldn’t see anything," cornerback Perry Williams said.
"He was the same way he has always been, enthusiastic. He was
giving his all."
The suspension means Taylor
will miss four games, including
the season opener next Monday
night against the Super Bowl
champion Washington Redskins.
"Obviously when you lose a
player of that nature, it will have
an effect," said Parcells.

Price Waterhouse
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
We look forward to discussing
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
From the Alumni
Of San Jose State University
Price Waterhouse, San Jose
Claude Alley
David Allinson
Cheryl Billings
Tom Constantino
Rick Cording
Curt Daily
Robert Dean

Joanne Endow
Anne Haas
Geordy Henderson
David Kempski
Tracey LeDoit
John Marsh
Chris Munson
Clare Piech

SIGN UPS
TODAY THROUGH THURSDAY

924-2567/924-2570

FAST
Copies

While playing for junior college
No. Barry Kidney and Yeppi Pauu
have not been granted another year champion El Camino College last
of eligibility, but Gilbert feels he lias season, Noll earned All -America
a pair of good ones m past! MO, honors.
and Kaiser Noa.
With Moss and Noa, the Spartan
coaching staff feels they have a potentially dominating pair of inside
linebackers.
Lutz said the team is not comfortMoss is a 6-foot -2, 240 -pound able with being defending confertransfer from Hartnell College, who ence champs, and with so many new
combines intensity with remarkable and talented players, there is a sense
skill level, considering he’s only of hunger.
"This is probably the most talbeen here since fall practice.
Noa joined the Spartans for the ented leant since I’ve been here and
imhas
also
fall,
and
definitely the hungriest," said Lutz.
first time this
"We really want it."
pressed the coaches.

Thomas Plowright
Cathy Randazzo
Mike Schneider
Cristina Stewart
Michele Van Fleet
Mark Vincenzini
Mark Williams

SUREC
AQUATIC CENTER

JOB OPENINGS
*LIFEGUARD:
Certified in Advanced Lifesaving,
CPR and First Aid
*SWIM INSTRUCTOR:
Certified in Advanced Lifesaving, CPR,
First Aid and Water Safety Instruction
’Applicants will be tested on:
-Swimming 1000 yards under 20 minutes
-Advanced lifesaving skills
-Written exam on Sat., Sept. 3 at 9 am
APPLICATIONS:

Student Union Aquatic Center

For more information call Caryn at 924-6345
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Veteran Hicks guides volleyball squad Olympic swimmer
By Stan Carlberg
Daily staff writer
Although this year’s SJSU
Women’s Volleyball Team is
pampered with youth, veteran
standout Kim Hicks is looking
forward to being one of the
guiding forces of this young, but
talented group of women.
"I’m excited to play with this
team," she said. "I know we’re
young, hut that shouldn’t be an
excuse. If we give it all we’ve
got, I know we’ll do well.
After coining to SJSU as a
freshman from Long Beach in
1985, the hard-hitting senior has
accomplished many things at
SJSU.
She’s the school record holder
in dig average at 2.8 per game,
ranks tenth on the school’s career
list for kills (343), fifth for career
assists (118) and total blocks
(151), and is seventh in career
digs (504). Currently, she leads
all active players in several categories.
With those accomplishments in
mind, one could say that her statistics speak for themselves.
However. Hicks doesn’t seem
to be pleased with that.
11 can never be satisfied with
my playing because I’m always
looking for growth," she explained. "I feel that if I were totally satisfied with my performance. I could never improve
myself."
As the season opens. Hicks
isn’t concentrating on her individual ’effort, hut is focusing on the
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team as a whole.
"I just want us to go in there
and do our best,- she said. "We
have to give it our all and just remember what we’ve been through
to get there."
Although Hicks didn’t start her
volleyball career until she was a
senior in high school, the 6-foot
senior is vastly learning the skills
of the game.
"I really didn’t have the experience when I came here," she
said. "But I consider myself a
fast learner.
"My strong points are on defense and I really give credit to
the coaches here. They’ve really
taught me the skills of the
game."
But just as Hicks seemed to
have perfected her usual right
outside hitter position, her final
season with the Spartans will see
her at a different position middle blocker.
"It’s definately something
new," she said. "And it’s certainly a harder postition to play.
But I feel that the switch is good
for the team. It will give us better
balance and make us more flexible on the court."
What’s ahead for this talented
senior?
"I’m not at my peak as a
player," she said. "So who
knows where volleyball will take
me. Right now, I just want our
team to have success. Then after
volleyball. I want to graduate and
continue to have fun and enjoy
the good things in life."

Kim Hicks
Middle Blocker
6-0, senior
Led the Spartans in Block assists
Had a .219 hitting average
One of two returning starters from
the 1987 Spartan squad
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removed from team

Angel
AMERICUS. Ga. (API
Myers, removed from the U.S.
Olympic Swim Team after testing
positive for steroid use, has headed
to Indiana in the hopes that an independent drug test will redeem her,
while at least one appeal on her behalf was expected to be heard today.
As the Thursday deadline for cerathletes
apOlympic
tifying
proached, family members rallied
support in her south Georgia hometown.
Supporters of Myers said that
birth control pills caused her to test
positive for the prohibited steroids.
But U.S. Olympic Committee officials said they stood by the decision
to remove the 21 -year-old Myers
from the swim team.
"I’m past the point of crying and
being upset." Myers said in a written response to questions Monday
from her hometown newspaper, the
Americus Times-Recorder. "I’ve
worked hard my whole life with one
goal in mind: to make the Olympic
team. ... I knew it would all be
worth it. My dreams were finally
coming true."
Myers also contended that the
USOC discouraged her from seeking
legal advice when she was kicked off
the team over the weekend.
"As soon as I heard, I called my
family." she said. "I guess I should
have called a lawyer. But the United
States Olympic Committee said we
didn’t need one in Colorado Springs
for the appeal. Of course, they flew
, their lawyer in from Los Angeles."
Kin Myers, who coaches his
daughter, said in a telephone interview Monday night that the family
was seeking an independent drug
analysis that they believed would
show that the previous test was
flawed.
They also were pursuing administrative appeals with U.S. Swimming
Inc., the swimmers’ sanctioning organization, and the USOC. A hear-

mg, sia a conference call, with the
swimmers’ organization was expected today, with Americus lawyer
representing
Michael
Fenness
Myers, the elder Myers said.
Myers was headed for Indiana
University, where she hoped to he
accepted for an independent drug
test, her father said Monday night
There are only four facilities in
North America equipped to conduct
the required test, and three of them
-- UCLA, Vanderbilt University
and a testing center in Quebec
turned Myers down because of contractual ties to the USOC, her father
"We’re going to try and get her
tested there (Indiana)." Myers said.
"It’s our only chance.
Myers said he also hoped the appeals would proceed quickly so that
his daughter could be cleared before
the deadline for certifying members
of the U.S. team.
said
".In order to meet the deadline.
we’ve got to do it immediately,- he
Myers said his daughter had been
hurt by the controversy, both emotionally and by the disruption of her
training schedule. But he said she
has received much support from residents of her hometown.
"She is absolutely devastated.
Myers said. "She can’t believe this
is happening because she does everything right."
The support of neighbors, he
added. "has been a total community
effort to this point. We’re marshaling the entire resources of the little
town of Americus to overcome this
itilustice.’
The USOC would not identify the
banned substance involved, but a
statement issued earlier in the day
the family said the sv, minter had
been notified it was a steroid.

Career:

Larry Strong Daily staff

photographer

Totals
Pct.

Kills
343
.204

Assists
118
.334

Service Aces
34

Digs
504

Blocks
151

Blocker Kim Hicks spikes a set during practice drills

Foul weather
soaks Open
NEW YORK (AP) Wimbledon
is famous for its wet weather but it
has had nothing lately on Flushing
Meadow during the U.S. Open.
The opening day of the final
Grand Slam tennis event of 1988
was curtailed severely by rain. Just
five matches were completed on
Monday, with No. II Zina Garrison
the only seed to finish a match, a 60. 6-3 rout of Nicole Provis of Australia.
It was the second consecutive
scheduled day of play to be ruined
by raindrops. Last year’s men’s final
was postponed from a Sunday to a
Monday by showers.
Mats Wilander, who lost that title
match to Ivan Lendl. led Greg
Holmes 6-2, 6-1, 1-2 on the stadium
court when Monday’s match was
halted. It was to be completed today.
Also scheduled to see action today
were women’s defending champion
and No. 2 seed Martina Navratilova.
who was to play Catarina Lindqvist
of Sweden; fourth -seeded Pam
Shriver, against Anne Smith; and
No. 5 Gabriela Sabatini. against ArBettina
countrywoman
gentine
Fulco.
Among the men. No. 5 Boris
Becker was to meet Todd Nelson.
11th -seed Brad Gilbert opposed
Milan Srejber of Czechoslovakia,
and No. 16 John McEnroe, a four time Open champion. was scheduled
against Leonardo Lavalle of Mexico.
The top seeds, Lend!. after his
fourth straight American title. and
Steffi Graf, going for the Grand
Slam, won’t begin play before
Wednesday.
Wilander, the Australian and
French Open champion this year. is
seeded second here. The third seed
and winner of the other 1988 Grand
Slam crown. Wimbledon champion
Stefan FAlberg, didn’t get onto the
court against Libor Pimek of
Czechoslovakia. He was scheduled
to try today.
The other completed matches saw
Darren Cahill of Australia beating
Lawson Duncan 6-0, 6-0, 6-2; Amy
Frazier over Olga Tsarbopoulou of
Greece 6-1. 7-6 (7-4); Dinky Van
Rensburg of South Africa over
Wendy White 6-3. 6-4 and Elna Re mach of South Africa downing
Radka Zrubakova of Czechoslovakia
6- I , 6-4.
Garrison was up 6-0, 5-0 against
Provis, a semifinalist in the French
Open this year.
"It was scary for me then, at that
point, because I do not like to win
love and love,- Garrison said.

ANNOUNCING...

STUDENT HEALTH
SERVICE
HOURS
7:30 A.M. - 5 P.M.
MONDAYS THRU FRIDAYS
5 P.M.- 7 P.M.
TUESDAYS & WEDNESDAYS

WE’RE PASSING
STUDENTS WITH FLYING
COLORS.

(11

Wiltaisaminao

Accredited by
The Accreditation Association
tor
Ambulatory Health Care, Inc.

WEDNESDAY
NITE CINEMA
fall 1988

31 hairspray
sep 7 school daze
14 cry freedom
21 beetle juice
28 the last emperor
oct 5 good morning vietnam
12 big
19 colors
26 moonstruck
nin, 2 biloxi blues
9 casual sex
16 a fish called wanda
30 willow
dee 7 crocodile dundee II
aug

It’s never been easier to qualify for a Wells Fargo
student VISA card.
And it’s never been easier for you
to apply. Just give us a call and we’ll take
your application over the phone. You
need to be at least a sophomore at a
4-year California college or university.
And a U.S. citizen or permanent resident
with a social security number. You
must have a checking or savings account
opened for at least six monthsand
be on good terms with your bank and any
creditors. Finally, you should have at
least $200 a month in spending money

from verifiable sources after your
expenses, That’s all it takes to qualify.
When you do, you’ll be off to a flying
start towards establishing credit.
So get your bank account number
and other personal information together
and call I-800-642-BANK today
Call Wells Fargo today and get 6 months free
membership. For a limited time, you’ll get
6 months free membership when you qualify
for a Wells Fargo student VISA card.
Call today.

7&10PM $2.00 Admission
Morris Dailey Auditorium

WELLS FARGO STUDENT VISA
1-800-642-BANK
I988 WI H N A

Moamber I IM

Funded by the Associated Students
Program Board
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Employment opportunities varied on campus

Soviets monitor
nuclear testing
at Nevada site
A
YUCCA FLAT, Nev. (API
nuclear weapons test was conducted
at the Nevada Test Site Tuesday. 13
days after Soviet scientists monitored a United States test at the
same site in a historic breakthrough
for the atomic age.
Two Soviet scientists were still on
site at the time of Tuesday’s blast.
hut were not involved in monitoring
the test. U.S. scientists are currently
in the Soviet Union and will monitor
a Russian test there Sept. 14.
Tuesday’s test measured 4.9 on
the Richter scale at the National
Earthquake Information Center in
Golden, Colo.
The test. code -named Bullfrog,
was conducted at 11 a.m. (PDT) and
produced a "very distinct rocking
motion" in a control center 10 miles
from ground zero, according to Energy Departnient spokeswoman Barbara Yoerg.
"It was very perceptible," Yoerg
said. "There was a strong rocking
motion.’’
The test was not pre -announced.
as are larger tests at the desert site.
The device was buried in a 1,6(8)foot shaft in Yucca Flat, 85 miles
northwest of Las Vegas.

Brian Baer Daily staff

photographer

Spartan l’ub employees rush to get the orders out to waiting students and staff
Olsen gives priority to graduate
students in the library science department, but students from all departments apply.
The salary starts at $4.92 per hour
and can rise to $7. depending on experience.
"Everybody wants to work in the
library. but I don’t know why."
Olsen said.
Teresa Banks, a freshman majoring in journalism, who works on the
periodical floor, offered one reason.
’It’s easier. I live about 30 miles
away and now I won’t have to travel
to work from classes.’’
Food service is another area where
Teresa’s Flower Garden is doing many students are employed.
well financially at its location in
front of the Student Union. so Sirgele is looking for an additional floral designer.
Trey Huynh was lucky that heap
plied at the SiSt. library early because all positions for the semester
have been filled. Huynh. a sophomore. hopes that his work in the Ii
brary will help him with a possible
career in nursing or communications.
"The people are very friendly
here. and I like to work with peo
pie," lluynh said.
The library Personnel Office had
almost 400 applications to chin rse
from at the beginning of the senies
ter. The applications will be kept on
file because the library has a slight
turnover rate, said Darlene Olsen,
’Indent personnel.
director
By I .eah Pets
IMily staff woe,
The SJSU caliipus is like
within a city . With restaurants.
stores, libraries, gardens and inure.
the employment opportunities are almost as %al-led as in the outside
world.
Man
these positions are open
to students as v.ell as professionals.
Teresa Siegele began selling flowers on campus almost two years ago.
-I niiiiied,jtcl fell in love with
what I w:is clii rig
Siegele said "1
has etoeycii it hack ground in floral design s his is a good place for

Doug Teakell cites convenience as
the reason for working in the residence halls’ Dining Commons.
"I just moved down here from
San Leandro and I needed a job in a
hurry.- Teakell said.
"It’s kicked back," said Ashar
Khaliq. a freshman majoring in aerospace engineering.
Students are still being recruited
for work in the Dining Commons.
The Dining Commons falls under
the jurisdiction of the Student Union
Food Services Office.
The Food Services Office offers a
variety of other minimum -wage positions, according to representative
Nina Kalmoutis.

WE HAVE A LOT TO OFFER

Great part-time lob
for
S.J.S.0 Students
Work atSJSU sporting events.
Musl be 18 and clean cut. EO.E. ,
Call James

TRIPS
WORKSHOPS
LEISURE CLASSES
FITNESS CLASSES
OPEN RECREATION
INTRAMURAL SPORTS

Brian Baer
Teresa Siegele sells flowers in
Students can obtain a list of restaurants and catering services from
any food services register.
Marketing senior Mary Glaspey
has worked her way up to supervisor
at the Spartan Bakery and her reason
for staying is the friendly staff and
clientele.
In the Spartan Bookstore, student
workers seem to enjoy their job, despite early semester crowds.
"People are really fun here and
very customer -oriented.- Maria
Dimas said .
Employee Melanie Handa concurred.
"It’s just like a family here," she
said. Handa works in the computer
and electronics section and appreciates the knowledge she gains.
Some of the professional campus
employees are former students of the
university.
.
_

Officer Mike Oreschak of the University Police Department decided to
work on campus after he earned his
degree in criminal justice.
"This is one of the few (police)
jobs in which you work more with
good people than with bad.- he
said.
The UPI) also hires students to act
as escorts for other students walking
back to their cars and their homes at
night. People interested in this work
can call department personnel.
Enterprising students can use a variety of talents on campus to gain
money. If sports-oriented, students
can apply for a number of Leisure
Services staff positions in the Student Activities and Services Office.
Students well -versed in a specific
subject can become tutors for those
less fortunate.

I me.

RESERVE

lam

Leisure services is a student organization dedicated to
providing the highest quality activities for your leisute time,
Stop by our office next to the pub and pick up our OatalOg
of Fall events. we offer everything from aerobics to
winetasting - we’re sure we have something you’ll like.
FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

Try a Macintosh today-you
may win a SonyDisanan.
Now that a new school year is
under way, we have an idea that’ll
make both you and your parents

1:0

OFFICERS’

TRAINING

CORPS

lames Holobaugh
Civil Engineenr.g
University of Missouri
Co-opmg with St. bows
Corps of Engineers

"THE DASE CO-OP PROGRAM IS LIKE
A COURSE IN REAL LIFE
"The big thing It offers is experience, Ned that’s what compailes look lot.
There are things rye learned on the lob that I couldn’t learnIi school."
The Department of the Army Scientific and Engineering
(DASE) Co-op Program provides ROTC students the
opportunity to work in a Department of the Army facility
while still in college. Each is paid while getting practical
work expenence in a high-tech facility. Selected students
aLso receive up to $5,000 tuition assistance per year and
the opportunity for continued employment after graduation.
To be eligible, you must be a freshman in a baccalaureate program leading to a degree in science or engineering. For more information on application procedures,
contact the Chairman of the Co-op Department or Ben
Han-is at 924-2928. Or stop by Room 310, MacQuarrie Hall.
Students are neleeted se a competitive bash.

The most recent previous test was
Kearsarge. the historic shot that was
monitored by Soviet scientists.
Tuesday’s test was conducted by
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory and
was weapons related, Yoerg said.
She said three protesters were at
the gates of the sprawling desert site
when the test was conducted. The
protesters were more than 40 miles
from ground zero.
Ms. Yoerg said no radiation escaped from Tuesday’s test. The
ground above the device subsided an
hour after the blast, she said. That is
considered a good sign by DOE officials because it indicates the radioac
five materials have been permanently sealed underground.
Bob Finn. a spokesman for the
California Institute of Technology in
Pasadena, said the test "measured
five -plus on the Richter scale."

Get A’s and B’s for your parents,
and a CD for yourself

(415) 364-4500
I am

Daily staff photographe

front of the Student Union

’The Energy Department said the
shot had an explosive force of less
than 150 kilotons, the limit under
treaties signed in 1974 and 1976.
The test was the 10th announced
shut this year and the 685th announced since testing began in Ne
vada in January of 1951.

ARMY ROTC
TI! SIAANTUT COLLEGE
COWIE TO11 CAN TAKE.

And if that isn’t enough reason
to look at a Macirith Mita); here’s
another:
Right now, you have three
chances to win one of Sony’s
Disown’ CD players-- includ
ing the exciting Sony Rad
Discman, which also plays
the new 3-inch CDs. And
even if you miss out on
the Cl) player, you may
still win one of 15 Apple
T shirts No strings attached
-- justfill out a registration
form at the location listed
below.
So come in and get your
hands on a Macintosh.

feel a bit more confident come
finals time:
Get a Macintosh" computer to
help with your homework.
Then you’ll never have to spend
another all n ighter myping a paper
just to purge a few typos and
dangling modifiers. You’ll be able to
crank out assignments that k)ok as
though you bribed a friend in art
school.
And with an amazing new
program called FlypeCard*-which jug happms to come
packaged with every Macintosh
YOU can easily store, organize, and
cross reference research notes to
your heart’s content.

lint t fi w yourself, do it for
your folks.
The power to he your best:"

Enter: t.t:gust 29th Septurnlyr

Spartan Iii)()kstore’s Computer 1Dept.
.41 MA 111111,1%. Ihnotigli 414110.1 I
VIII 11, IN 101111,111, ih.r.1111114.111 i.ir mon
litIontholtou
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Dukakis calls for an end to
the political war of words
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Michael Dukakis said candidates
should tone down their rhetoric because "this campaign is a golden
and historic moment" to discuss important economic issues. But he and
Republican George Bush continued
Micheal Dukakis,
their war of words anyway as repDemocratic presidential candidate
resentatives of both presidential
campaigns met today to work out a
schedule for face-to-face debates.
(XX) furloughs granted to federal anti-tank weapons rather than MX
Dukakis made his call Monday for prisoners last year, "some lasting 45 mobile missiles, saying both systems
a return to the rhetorical high ground days and many to convicted drug are needed for a strong defense.
while being criticized by Democrats pushers Mr. Bush says he wants to
During a later appearance in Tenfor letting Bush control the debate execute."
nessee, Bush said Dukakis has little
with attacks on the Democrat’s patriAnd in a luncheon speech before standing to criticize the administraotism, views on defense and gun the news conference, Dukakis said: tion’s drug -fighting policies, saying
control and a Massachusetts prison "We’re not going to accept Mr.
"he is the governor who vetoed
furlough program.
Bush’s suggestion that the way to mandatory sentencing for drug dealDukakis, during a tour of western build opportunity for our citizens is ers and is opposed to capital punishMassachusetts to highlight that to cut taxes for the wealthy again. ment for drug dealers."
area’s economic resurgence, said he this time with a $40 billion handout.
Both presidential contenders agwas "trying to get this campaign up 70 percent of which would go to
reed it was time to leave by the waywhere it belongs" by discussing his those making $200,000 a year or
side inquiries into the background of
economic positions. But the Massa- more."
Bush’s running mate, Indiana Sen.
chusetts governor also countered
Bush has criticized Dukakis for Dan Quayle, and concentrate on the
Bush’s attacks on the furlough pro- the
since issues.
program,
furlough
gram and launched his own salvo on amended, because one prisoner on a
the vice president’s support for a re- weekend pass raped a woman. The
"The American people aren’tAinduction in the capital gains tax.
vice president also advocates the terested in the grades that some of us
In his counterattack, Dukakis death penalty for drug dealers.
might have gotten while we were in
showed a newly aggressive posture.
Bush, during a tour of a defense college." Dukakis said. "They care
Dukakis said at a news conference plant in St. Louis, belittled Dukakis about whether their children will
he wants to ask Bush about the 16, - for saying the United States needs have the chance to go to college."

\

’Trying to get this campaign up where it
belongs’
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Medical experts declare mandatory reporting of AIDS
could hamper effective efforts to halt the epidemic
SACRAMENTO (AP) -- A coalition of medical experts, legislators
and health officials Tuesday denounced as dangerous and bad public policy a November ballot measure that would require mandatory
reporting of people who test positive
for AIDS.
Critics said the measure, Proposition 102, would cripple responses to
the epidemic which have already
proved effective. including education, anonymous testing and research, by discouraging people from
being tested and devouring scarce resources.
"Anywhere that anonymous testing has been eliminated ... people
have simply stopped getting tested,"
said Laurens P. White, president of
the California Medical Association.
If approved by voters. Proposition

102 would mandate sweeping
changes in current AIDS policy, including elimination of state-sponsored confidential AIDS -antibody
testing. It would require health officials to trace and contact individuals
believed to have been infected with
AIDS and would allow employers
and health insurers to use the test to
screen potential employees and customers.
Citing recent polls that show 72
percent of Californians favor the initiative, White said opponents will
have to "work like the dickens" to
defeat the measure.
White described Proposition 102
as worse than two previous ballot
propositions sponsored by political
extremist Lyndon LaRouche and defeated by voters by large margins.
Supporters of the proposition in-

elude U.S. Rep. William Dannemeyer, R -Fullerton, and tax crusader
Paul Gann, who discovered in 1987
that he contracted the fatal disease
through blood transfusions.
A spokesman tor Dannemeyer,
Brett Barber, said the proposition
would "break the link of transmission" by making sure that people
who test positive are made aware of
it.
But White said the state’s blood
supply could be devastated if people
stop donating blood because they
fear being publicly reported if they
test positive for AIDS.
Blood banks currently test donors
anonymously and reject any contaminated blood. They would lose that
ability if Proposition 102 passed, he
said.
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INSURANCE? We
have piens with quality corm*.
prices
Call Mark Ellat affordable

NEED

area Cell 988-1602

has not posed a problem at the agency’s five other adolescent centers,
including those in Venice. Santa
Ana and rural San Diego County.
Lynne Cooper, president of the
Lake View Terrace Improvement
Association said she doubted Phoenix House would give serious though
to other locations.
In 1987, First Lady Nancy Reagan
told Phoenix House President Mitchell S. Rosenthal’ she would lend her
name to a center to be located near
Bel Air, where she and the President
plan to retire next year.
Lake View Terrace is about 20
miles northwest of downtown Los
Angeles,
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Residents oppose Reagan Drug Treatment Center
LOS ANGELES (AP)
The proposed site includes three
Community residents want to just say no structures on about 14 acres, where
to the proposed Nancy Reagan Drug the private, nonprofit agency plans
Treatment Center, and they have to operate a 150-bed adolescent drug
suggested other potential sites for the treatment center, classrooms, a 60bed adult treatment facility and offacility.
Residents of Lake View Terrace, fices for research, Ms. Mohr said.
a Los Angeles suburb in the San FerResidents of Lake View Terrace
nando Valley. said Monday they and neighboring Pacoima have said
prefer that the first lady’s namesake existing drug problems in their combe given instead to a nursing home in munities could be magnified by the
Long Beach or a rehabilitation center center’s location. In various community polls they have voted overin the Antelope Valley.
Officials of Phoenix House, the whelmingly to keep the center out.
An 18 -member panel was estabagency proposing the center, said
they will consider the alternative lo- lished to discuss the problem.
cations, even though they already
William Smith, a Phoenix House
have negotiated a $7.7-million pur- vice president, said drug trafficking

Jim Bricker
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Sign-ups: Profits motivate registrars
From page!
date or issue.
tion. The result is outside groups and
At private universites, voter regisindividuals siphon off the number of tration is limited exclusively to camregistrations the College Republi- pus clubs.
cans and Campus Democrats can ob"At places like Stanford and
tain.
Santa Clara (University), the RepubBlack said the money generated lican and the Democratic clubs get
from registration is used to fund all of the registrations and all of
speakers, events and advertisement.
the money goes back into the
"A lot of the people doing regis- clubs," Black said.
tration are not students," Black
Reynosa, 21, lives in Farmerville,
said. "Many of them don’t know and said he has been self-employed
what they’re talking about when it in San Jose for about a week. He
comes to issues. It’s such a free-for- said he emphasizes Republican regall with bounty hunters."
istration, but "because of the law,
In political circles, bounty hunters I’ll register anyone who comes up to
are people with no direct political af- me."
filiation who register voters for
Katherine Thompkinson, presiprofit. Other registrars volunteer dent of the Campus Democrats,
their time to a political party. candi- points out that in an election year

sometimes politcal parties have to
bolster their respective party’s numbers.
"Often, they (parties) feel that an
incentive is a way of reaching the
bottom line.’’ she said." It’s the
bonus of the party to register people
Thompk inson
to
vote."
added," And by the way. Republicans pay more, $3, than Democrats,
S2. It’s the nature of the parties."
" This is temporary work," said
Kartholl, 28, who also worked as a
volunteer for Walter Mondale’s
campaign in 1984. "I think that
most of these guys that are out here
are doing it strictly for the money.
This is a contribution to the system. I
grew up poor, so I don’t feel this is
wrong."

Director: New food planned for cafeteria
Eric Lindley

Daily staff photograp Sr

Bear (left) and Shadow, both part of the canine unit, get a dog’s eye view of the campus

Dogs: UPD has four-legged help
1 I on page /
the department owns.
Shadow, a black German Shepherd. has served the department the
longest (four years I Bear, a stray
found on the streets of Oakland and
owned by Officer Tom Pomeroy has
been with the unit for 3 years.
Dos. who replaced the first police
dog, Uno. last year. is the newest
member of the unit.
The best situation is when the dog
lives with an officer. The department
covers all necessary medical, food
and training expenses.
Each dog and officer are required
to be certified for a number of training hours. An outside trainer initially
handles the animal. The officer performs the follow-up training.
All dogs require maintenance
training, but only to brush up their
skills. Trainers retest the dogs’ skills
with obstacle courses and six-foot
pipes.
The dogs also perform in a makebelieve attack situation when instructed to attack an officer. This
usually requires the cooperation of
two officers and a pair of safety

’One of the main reasons for having
police dogs is due to their deterrent
value.’
Lt. Ed

Dusablon,
UPD officer

gloves.
Lt. Dusablon said that while most
people expect police dogs to be vicious. they’re actually friendly. A
cadet, who expressed a wide interest
in having a police dog, talked about
how Bear loved to have his belly
rubbed. l-k said the dogs love every
bit of attention they receive.
However, Lt. Dusablon does not
recommend touching a dog without
the officer’s knowledge since all the
dogs are trained to be on guard.
1.1nii. the first police dog, was officially retired last October. Bear
and Shadow attended a ceremony for
the parting canine.

Officer Bryan Garrett recalls two
incidents when Uno assisted in tracking suspects involved in a hold-up
at a local convenience store and a
kidnapping in Atherton.

From page I
gree in business from Cornell University, and served as the assistant
director of the dining department
there before he went to USC.
"My position is to insure that the
food service needs of the San Jose
State campus are met in a fiscally responsible
manner,"
Mimnaugh
says. "We have different target
groups on campus, and we try to set
up plans to insure that they’re getting
the kind of services they want."
Mimnaugh supervises 12 man-

this is "a perfect relationship."
"He knows what’s going on and
keeps control over it, but he lets me
make my own decisions."
Though there’s still a great deal of
work to do, Mininaugh says he is
having a good time.
"This is a wonderful campus -there’s an enormous amount of opportunity here. Coming from L.A.,
it would be hard not to like this
area.’’

Protest: Staff plans second rally
From page I
Library staff members were particularly active in organizing the protest. They were motivated by a sense
of frustration at recent actions initiated by the Chancellor.
Last January, Reynolds suspended
a program that would have reclassi-

fied library assistant positions in
accordance with their expanding responsibilities.
According to the Chancellor’s office, the program was put on hold in
order to devote time to tasks of
"higher priority."

Lucy Yonemura, head of acquisitions at Clark Library, said library
staff members involved in the project were disappointed.
It is for this reason, said Yonemum, that "momentum here (involving the protest) is very great."

Presidential candidates neck to neck in CA

CaliSAN FRANCISCO (API
fornians are split almost dead even
over the presidential candidates.
with just 1(1 percent undecided.
according to a recent poll.
Results of the polling of 1.360
voters,
conducted
registered
Wednesday through Saturday by
After serving five dedicated years Teichner Associates Inc., showed 44
of service on the canine unit and a percent of those asked supporting
few months of retirement, Uno re- Democrat Michael Dukakis and 43
cently passed away.
percent favoring Republican George

"Uno was a good dog. I remember when Uno was in a competition
on a very hot day and was required
to jump a pole over a pool of
water," Garrett said. "Instead of
jumping over the pole, Uno just
plopped himself in the water."

agers and he prefers to let them make
their own decisions.
"My philosophy is one of hiring
good people, training them well and
expecting a lot out of them," Mimnaugh says.
"When you’re running an organization the size of this one, you can’t
do all the jobs and I have no intention of trying to. The managers are
in a position of authority, responsibility and accountability."
Michelle
Gendreau,
Spartan
Shops operations manager, thinks

Bush.
The survey of California, with 47
electoral votes, was conducted for
the San Francisco Examiner and
KRON’s Newscenter 4. It has a margin of error of plus or minus 2.7 percent.
Pollster Stephen Teichner said
Dukakis has managed to hold onto
the vote he had in June, but has
failed to improve.
"Bush appears to have picked up

a little, to the point where the race is
absolutely a tossup," he said.
The survey showed that voters
who think drugs the main issue in the
presidential campaign favor Bush 50
to 39 percent, and those who consider the federal budget deficit the
key issue support Dukakis 50 to 43
percent.
Women support Dukakis 46 to 40
percent.

ATTENTION PARKING NEWS!
$81.00 FEE

Fall 1988 introduces a new range of CSU parking fees, in the case of SJSU, $81.00 per
semester. The use of quarters has been discontinued and you are required to purchase a
semester parking permit to park in the garages.
NOTE: The 7th St. Garage has limited $2.00 daily permit parking, but only when space is
available. The 4th St. and 10th St. Garages are SEMESTER PERMIT ONLY at all times.

PURCHASE!

How do you buy your parking permit? Walk-in sales for daytime commuter semester permits
ONLY, begin August 25th in the Student Union Umunhum room. Doors open at 9:00 am and
close at 4:00 pm. All other permits (RESIDENCE HALL, AVIATION, NIGHT, DISABLED, AND
EMPLOYEE) are available at the Traffic and Parking Office in the 7th St. Garage.

ALTERNATIVES!

Park and Ride is no longer free either show your semester permit or pay $2.00 for a daily
permit when you drive into the lot at 7th and Humboldt.

CARPOOL!

Alternatives to driving alone are available and you should give them serious consideration.
To encourage carpooling we have reduced the eligibility for a carpool permit from three riders to
TWO. Two or more students may share the cost of a parking permit, which entitles them to
preferential parking in the 7th St. Garage.

RIDE THE BUS!

Ride the bus or Light Rail. County Transit blankets Santa Clara County with fast, frequent
services, including an express bus connecting with BART. Discount passes are available at the
A.S. Business Office.

BIKES, MOPEDS &
MOTORCYCLES!

Ride a bike - rent a locker at the Bookstore. How about a moped or motorcycle? Semester
permits for these vehicles are only $20.25.

FOR INFORMATION CALL 924-6556

